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Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) techniques are typically used to achieve a high azimuth resolution, but conventional monostatic SAR is not applicable in forward direction because of
azimuth ambiguities and poor Doppler resolution. This paper focuses on SAR imaging processing in a novel forward-looking bistatic conﬁguration that a pilotless plane transmits signals and a guided missile receives echo which can avoid image ambiguities and to improve
the azimuth resolution. A fourth-order range equation and a fourth-order phase term are
adopted to improve the accuracy in the approximation of the range history and two-dimensional spectrum for forward-looking bistatic SAR, respectively. The spectrum is used for
high-order phase compensation, range compression, secondary range compression, range
cell migration correction, and azimuth compression. Especially, the proposed algorithm is
able to focus the translational variant bistatic conﬁguration where the transmitter and receiver platforms are moving in parallel tracks with different velocities and high squints.
Finally, simulations validate the effectiveness of the algorithm.

1. Introduction
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a radar imaging technology capable of producing high-resolution images of the stationary surface targets [1,2]. The main advantages of SAR are that it
can reduce the effects of clouds and fog and allow them to be independent of external sources
for imaging, having day and night and all-weather imaging capability. Bistatic SAR uses a separated transmitter and receiver moving on different platforms. This conﬁguration is becoming
prospective in the ﬁeld of earth remote sensing and mapping due to its attractive features –
platform ﬂexibility, immunity to physical attacks, and electronic countermeasures [3–13].
Conventional monostatic SAR is not applicable in forward direction because of azimuth
ambiguities and poor Doppler resolution. So, a monostatic forward-looking SAR demonstrator
(Sector Imaging Radar for Enhanced Vision) using an array antenna was described in [14–16]
from the German Aerospace Center (DLR). To improve the Doppler resolution and to avoid
azimuth ambiguities without array antenna, forward-looking bistatic SAR (FL-BiSAR) conﬁgurations can be used to obtain high-resolution radar images. The FL-BiSAR uses spatially
separated forward-looking receiver and side-looking transmitter. FL-BiSAR imaging continues
to gain in signiﬁcance due to a variety of convenient applications, such as ﬂexibility of ﬂight
path, reduction of hardware cost, additional information, increased radar cross section, and
landing assistance for aircraft in poor visibility conditions [17–19].
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FL-BiSAR arouses researchers’ great concern, and a few investigations about the
FL-BiSAR have been published. Firstly, the range history is the sum of two hyperbolic range
equations, known as the double-square-root term. Therefore, the bistatic point target reference
spectrum does not offer analytical simplicity of the single square root in monostatic SAR
using the principle of stationary phase (PSP). Several methods of solving the spectrum have
been researched, such as keystone transform [20], series reversion [21], Loffeld’s bistatic formula [22], and two-dimensional (2D) principle of stationary phase [23]. In addition,
FL-BiSAR systems with optimal geometry conﬁguration have been developed [24] and several reconstruction methods and experiments ongoing [25–29].
In this paper, we present a novel FL-BiSAR conﬁguration that a pilotless plane transmits
signals and a guided missile receives echo signals, and introduce an improved FL-BiSAR
imaging algorithm based on the fourth-order range equation and fourth-order phase compensation. This novel conﬁguration plays a sufﬁcient role in imaging the forward-looking terrain
of the aerocraft, self-landing, navigation, etc. More importantly, this proposed imaging
method can image the forward-looking targets with high preference and is able to focus the
translational variant bistatic conﬁguration where the transmitter and receiver platforms are
moving in parallel tracks with different velocities and high squints.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the signal model of FLBiSAR is presented. In Section 3, the image formation algorithm based on high-order range
equation and high-order phase compensation is discussed in detail. The results of performance
analysis and experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this
paper.
2. FL-BiSAR signal model
The geometry conﬁguration of FL-BiSAR is shown in Figure 1, where the transmitter and
receiver are mounted on two different platforms. The receiving antenna is forward looking,
while the transmitter antenna is squint looking. hSR is the receiver’s look-down angle, and
hST represents the squint angle of the transmitter. The moving velocities of transmitter and

Figure 1.

Geometry of FL-BiSAR.
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receiver are vT and vR , respectively. This geometry is of advantage to guide for the missile
and has been used in many civilian and military ﬁelds with its forward-looking model. RR ðgÞ
and RT ðgÞ are the instantaneous slant ranges from the receiver and transmitter to the point target, deﬁned as
RR ðgÞ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
HR2 þ ðg  gR0 Þ v2R

ð1Þ

RT ðgÞ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
R2T 0 þ ðg  gT 0 Þ v2T

ð2Þ

where g is the slow time. gT 0 and gR0 are the instantaneous slow time of the transmitter and
receiver to the sensor position at g ¼ 0, respectively. RT 0 is the transmitted range to the sensor position at g ¼ 0, and HR represents the receiver plat height.
Suppose the transmitted signal is linear frequency modulated signal. After mixing down
and quadrature demodulation to baseband, the received radar signal is given by
(
)

2


t  RðgÞ=c
RðgÞ
2pRðgÞ
sR ðt; gÞ ¼ rect
j
 exp jpkr t 
Tp
c
k

ð3Þ

where RðgÞ ¼ RT ðgÞ þ RR ðgÞ. t is the fast time, c is the speed of light, k is the wavelength of
the transmitted signal, Tp is the pulse duration, kr is the chirp rate, and rectðÞ is the stand for
the unit rectangular function.
3.
3.1.

Imaging formation algorithm
2D spectrum of FL-BiSAR

A fourth-order range equation deduced by means of vector analysis can be expressed as [21]
RðgÞ ¼ RT ðgÞ þ RR ðgÞ  k0 þ k1 g þ k2 g2 þ k3 g3 þ k4 g4

ð4Þ

We can get the coefﬁcients via Taylor series. The coefﬁcients are given by
k0 ¼ RT 0 sec hST þ RR0 sec hSR

ð5Þ

k1 ¼ vT sin hST þ vR sin hSR

ð6Þ

k2 ¼

k4 ¼

v2T cos3 hST v2R cos3 hSR
þ
2 RT 0
2 HR

ð7Þ

v3 cos4 hST sin hST v3R cos4 hSR sin hSR

k3 ¼  T
2
R2T 0
2
HR2

ð8Þ

v4T cos7 hT ð4 tan2 hT  1Þ v4R cos7 hR ð4 tan2 hR  1Þ
þ
R3T 0
HR3
8
8

ð9Þ
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It is difﬁcult to derive the FL-BiSAR point target reference 2D spectrum using the PSP as
monostatic SAR because the range history is the sum of two hyperbolic range equations, known
as double-square-root term. Fortunately, the method of series reversion [21] (Appendix A) is
introduced to derive the 2D spectrum of echo data of the FL-BiSAR and repeated here for convenience as
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ðfc þ fr Þk1
Sð ft ; fg Þ ¼ Wr ð ft ÞWaz fa þ
expf jð ft ; fg Þg
c

ð10Þ

where Wr ðÞ represents the spectral shape of the transmitted pulse and Waz ðÞ represents the
shape of the Doppler spectrum. The phase function is given by


pf 2 2pð fc þ ft Þ
p
c
k0 þ
ðft ; fg Þ ¼  t 
c
2k2 fc þ ft
kr

2
3  2
4

2 
 
3 
ð fc þ ft Þk1
pk3
c
ð fc þ ft Þk1
9k3  4k4 k2
c
ð fc þ fr Þk1
 fg þ
þ 3
fg þ
þ
f
þ
p
g
fc þ ft
c
4k2 fc þ ft
c
32k25
c
ð11Þ

where ft is the range frequency, fg is the azimuth frequency, and fc is the carrier frequency.
To facilitate the development of processing algorithms, (11) is expanded in a power series of
ft , and the terms are kept up to the fourth-order:
1
1
1
ðft ; fg Þ  ð0; fg Þ þ 0 ð0; fg Þft þ 00 ð0; fg Þft 2 þ 000 ð0; fg Þft3 þ 0000 ð0; fg Þft4
2
6
24

ð12Þ

3.2. Imaging processing
We can decompose  ð ft ; fg Þ into range compression term, azimuth compression term, secondary range compression (SRC) term, range cell migration (RCM) term, the third-order
term, and the fourth-order term, denoted by the subscripts rc, ac, src, rcm, 3rd, and 4th,
respectively. Thus, the phase function shown in (12) can be further rewritten as
ðft ; fg Þ  /rc ð ft Þ þ /src ð ft ; fg Þ þ /rcm ð ft ; fg Þ þ /ac ð fg Þ þ /3rd ð ft ; fg Þ þ /4th ð ft ; fg Þ

ð13Þ

Each of these phase terms can be interpreted as follows:
• The ﬁrst phase term /rc ðft Þ is quadratic in the range frequency variable and thus
responsible for the range modulation as

pf 2
/rc ðft Þ ¼  t
kr

ð14Þ

This phase term is dependent only on ft and thus can be separated from the other phase
terms. Range compression uses a phase multiply to remove this phase term.
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• The second phase term /src ðft ; fg Þ represents SRC term. This phase term is the remaining contribution that depends on ft and fg . It is very important for accurate focusing
when the squint is high and the wavelength long. It can be expressed as
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pk12 ft2 3pk3 k12  4pk1 k22 2
fc k1
/src ðft ; fg Þ ¼
þ
ft fg þ
2k2 cfc
4k23 fc2
c


2
8k24 þ 27k32 k12  12k4 k2 k12  24k3 k22 k1 2
f c k1
ft cp fg þ
þ
16k25 fc3
c

3

4
27k32 k1 þ 12k4 k2 k1 þ 6k3 k22 2 2
f c k1
27k32  12k4 k2 2 3
f0 k1
þ
f
c
p
f
þ
þ
f
c
p
f
þ
g
g
t
t
8k25 fc4
c
16k25 fc5
c
ð15Þ

• The third phase term /rcm ðft ; fg Þ represents the range cell migration term as



2
2pft
pk1 ft
f c k1
pcft ð3k3 k1  2k22 Þ
fc k1
k0 þ
fg þ
f
þ
þ
g
4k23 fc2
c
k2 f c
c
c



4
3
2
2
2
2
c pft ð9k3 k1  4k2 k3  4k4 k2 k1 Þ
f c k1
27k3 þ 12k4 k2 3
f c k1
þ
fg þ
þ
c pft fg þ
8k25 fc3
c
32k25 fc4
c

/rcm ðft ; fg Þ ¼ 

ð16Þ
This term represents the range variant feature of the derived spectrum within the scene.
After RCM correction (RCMC), most of the energy from the point target falls into one range
cell.
• The fourth phase term /ac ðfg Þ represents the azimuth modulation. It is solely dependent on fg and will be removed by the azimuth-matched ﬁltering after RCM correction
in the range-Doppler domain.

/ac ðfg Þ ¼ 


2

3  2
4
 
2pk0 fc
pc
fc k1
pc2 k3
fc k1
9k3  4k4 k2 pc3
fg k1
þ
fg þ
þ 2 3 fg þ
þ
f
þ
ð17Þ
g
c
c
4fc k2
c
32k25
fc3
c
2k2 fc

• The ﬁfth and sixth terms of (13) are the residual phase term. /3rd ðft ; fg Þ and
/4th ðft ; fg Þ represent the third-order phase term and fourth phase term. It is independent of the range and azimuth frequency variables and can be ignored if a magnitude
image is the ﬁnal product. If the phase information is required, these residual terms
need to be compensated in the image domain by using a phase multiplication. In this
paper, we propose a novel FL-BiSAR conﬁguration with high squint and translational
variant case. Thereby, its effect of high residual phase terms cannot be neglected and
must be considered in the FL-BiSAR cases. The expressions of the third and fourth
terms are
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pk12 ft 3 pk3 k13 ft3 8k24 pk1  12pk3 k12 k22 þ ð9k32  4k4 k2 Þpk13 3
f c k1
þ
þ
f
f
þ
g
t
2k2 fc2 c 4k23 fc2 c
8k25 fc3
c


2
2
4
2
2
36pk2 k3 k1 c  8pk2 c  9ð9k3  4k4 k2 Þpck1 3
f c k1
ft fg þ
þ
16k25 fc4
c

3

4
2
2
2
2
3ð9k3  4k4 k2 Þpc k1  4pk2 k3 c2 3
fc k1
5ð9k32  4k4 k2 Þpc3 ft 3
f c k1
þ
f
f
þ

f
þ
g
g
t
4k25 fc5
c
16k25 fc6
c

/3rd ðft ; fg Þ ¼ 
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ð18Þ

/4th ðft ; fg Þ ¼

pk12 ft4 pk3 k13 ft 4 ð9k32  4k4 k2 Þpk14 ft 4

þ
2k2 fc3 c 2k23 fc3 c
32k25 fc3 c


2 2
4
18pk3 k1 k2  8pk1 k2  3ð9k32  4k4 k2 Þpk13 4
fc k1
þ
f
f
þ
g
t
8k25 fc4
c

2
4
2
2
2
4pck2  24pck3 k1 k2 þ 9pcð9k3  4k4 k2 Þk1 4
f c k1
ft fg þ
þ
8k25 fc5
c

3
2
2
2
2
5pc k3 k2  5ð9k3  4k4 k2 Þpc k1 4
fc k1
þ
ft fg þ
5 6
4k2 fc
c

4
2
3
15ð9k3  4k4 k2 Þpc 4
fc k1
þ
ft fg þ
32k25 fc7
c

ð19Þ

Based on the aforementioned description, the processing steps of the proposed approach
are shown in Figure 2, where Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform represent, FT
and IFT respectively.

Figure 2.

Block diagram of RDA for FL-BiSAR.
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Phase error limits

The accuracy of the spectrum is limited by the number of terms used in the expansion of
(12). In general, we would like to limit the uncompensated phase error /E within p4, in order
to avoid signiﬁcant deterioration of image quality. So, a phase error of p4 is usually used as
an upper limit to obtain a good focusing quality,
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j/E j 

p
4

ð20Þ

4. Simulation results
4.1. Point scatterers simulation
To prove the validity of the formulation, ﬁve point targets’ signals are simulated in the scene
as shown in Figure 3(a), where point O is located in the center of the scene, and the other
four targets are located on the vertices of a 500 m. The relative coordinates are listed as
follows ðm; mÞ : Oð0; 0Þ, Að20; 20Þ, Bð20; 20Þ, Cð20; 20Þ, and Dð20; 20Þ. The
simulation radar parameters are listed in Table 1.
Processing efﬁciency is achieved by focusing point targets in an invariance region with
the same matched ﬁlter. The simulated compression results of the ﬁve point targets are shown

Figure 3. Imaging results with point targets. (a) Simulated scene with three point targets. (b) Point
targets focused using the FL-BiSAR RDA.

Table 1. Simulated radar parameters.
Simulation parameters

Transmitter

Receiver

Velocity in x direction
Velocity in y direction
Velocity in z direction
Carrier frequency
PRF
Central range
Pulse duration
Transmitted signal bandwidth
Platform height
Squint angle

0 m/s
200 m/s
0 m/s

0 m/s
300 m/s
0 m/s
35 GHz
1000 Hz
52 km
12.5 μs
300 MHz

8 km
0

6 km
60
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Measurement of point target focus for point target O.

in Figure 3(b). The results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can give accurate
focusing in the FL-BiSAR conﬁguration.
Furthermore, a point target located at the central scene is used for measurement. To quantify the precision of the presented processing method, the peak side lobe ratio (PSLR) and
integrated side lobe ratio (ISLR) are used as quality criteria. And, the measurement of point
target focus for point target O is shown as Figure 4. The left ﬁgures are two-dimensional
impulse response and contour plot. The right ﬁgures are the range proﬁle and azimuth proﬁle.
The point target quality measurements for other targets are given in Table 2.
4.2. The inﬂuence of the high expansion order and spectrum error
To visually contrast the inﬂuence of the high-order phase factor, we simulate the point target
imaging with and without high-order phase compensation, respectively. The results are shown in
Table 2. Point target imaging performance.
PSLR (dB)
Point A
Point B
Point C
Point D

Range
Azimuth
Range
Azimuth
Range
Azimuth
Range
Azimuth

13:2569
13:2512
13:2581
13:2083
13:2624
13:1771
13:2619
13:2342

ISLR (dB)
9:7922
10:0539
9:7923
10:0063
9:7917
9:9271
9:7920
9:9899
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Figure 5. The inﬂuence of the high expansion order. (a) Imaging with high-order phase compensation.
(b) Imaging without high-order phase compensation. (c) Range proﬁle with high-order phase
compensation. (d) Range proﬁle without high-order phase compensation.

Figure 6. Spectrum phase errors in the FL-BiSAR conﬁgurations. (a) The third-order phase error in
terms of 2D frequency. (b) The fourth-order phase error in terms of 2D frequency.

Figure 5. With the same scene and parameters, we ﬁnd that the imaging performance with highorder phase compensation is better than the method without high-order phase compensation.
Figure 6(a) and (b) are the third and fourth phase errors in FL-BiSAR conﬁgurations,
respectively. The phase component jD/3rd j is more than p4 and jD/4th j much less than p4.
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Therefore, it is sufﬁcient to retain only terms up to the quartic term in the phase expansion
(12) for accurate focusing in this FL-BiSAR case.
From Figures 5 and 6, we can ﬁnd that the high-order phase compensation is required in
FL-BiSAR imaging.

Downloaded by [Nanyang Technological University] at 19:25 09 June 2015

5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel FL-BiSAR conﬁguration that a pilotless plane transmits signals with squint looking and a guided missile receives echo signals with forward looking.
The phase error analysis shows that the third-order phase term cannot be ignored in FLBiSAR. Thus, we propose a FL-BiSAR RD imaging algorithm based on the fourth-order
range equation and fourth-order phase compensation. The simulation results and analysis validate the effectiveness of the proposed method in this FL-BiSAR conﬁguration.
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Appendix A
Series reversion [21] is used get the coefﬁcients of (A1) via its inverse function. For a function
expressed in a series with no constant term,

y ¼ a1 x þ a2 x 2 þ a3 x 3 þ . . . :

ðA1Þ

The series expansion of the inverse function is given by

x ¼ A1 y þ A2 y2 þ A3 y3 þ . . . :

ðA2Þ

Substituting (A2) into (A1), we can get the equation:

y ¼ a1 A1 y þ ða2 A21 þ a1 A2 Þy2 þ ða3 A31 þ 2a1 A1 A2 þ a1 A3 Þy3 þ . . . :

ðA3Þ

Contrasting Equations (A1) and (A3), the coefﬁcients are obtained as follows:

A1
A2
A3

¼ a1
1
¼ a3
1 a2
2
¼ a5
1 ð2a2  a1 a3 Þ
...

ðA4Þ

